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A theory of surface effects at stepped surfaces in binary ordering alloys is presented. The
model is based on pairwise interactions between nearest neighbors and includes long- and
short-range-order effects. An example of the [120] stepped surface with [110] monoatomic
steps and terraces on the [110] plane of a body-centered-cubic alloy is presented. Results for
the concentration at all the different sites on the stepped surface as well as for the short-range
order parameters as functions of temperature are presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The composition and degree of order in an alloy
near the spatial boundaries are important in myny
physical, chemical, and metallurgical pheno'mena
catalytic activity, 3 4 etc. ) as
(magnetic properties,
shown by a large number of experiments performed
in the last years. In particular, it has been established that the catalytic activity and selectivity of alloy
surfaces can change drastically when the alloy composition is changed and that in general the chemical
composition as well as the degree of chemical order
Furthare different compared to the bulk values.
ermore, it has been observed, for a long time, that
the properties of stepped transition-metal surfaces are
very different as compared with those of plain surfaces, mainly with respect to their catalytic activity. 7 8
More detailed studies on the catalytic properties of
this kind of surface have been published
recently.
It is found that in some cases the two kind of surfaces behave in a completely different way. An example" is the absorption of H~ on Pt. Therefore, the
study of surface segregation, as well as the study of
the order-disorder transformation in the neighborhood of the boundaries, is important for understanding the surface properties of alloys.
Recently, a theory for segregation at flat surfaces
of ordering' and segregating' alloys applicable over
the whole range of temperatures has been proposed,
hereafter referred to as I and II, respectively, and it
has been applied to study the FeCo system. '4 In this
paper we extend that theory to study surface effects
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at stepped bcc ordering alloys. An application to the
FeCo system has been reported recently.
The binary alloy A„B~ is described by a superpopairwise
sition of short-range (nearest-neighbor-only)
interactions. These are defined by three parameters
U», U~~, and U&~ which give the various pair energies. The free energy is then calculated by adding the
energies of all the bonds in the system and by using
for the entropy Kikuchi's formula in the pair approximation. '6
In Sec. II we present the theory and calculation for
the bulk and for the stepped surface. The surface
consists of terraces with (110) orientation and
monoatomic steps of (110) orientation of a bodycentered-cubic alloy. The results are discussed in
Sec. III. Details of the method are presented in the
Appendix.
„

II. CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS
A. Surface properties
As discussed in I, to describe order-disorder
transformations in a bcc crystal, we subdivide the original lattice into two equivalent lattices u and P. In
the equiatomic concentration alloys AO5B05, at T =0
all n sites are occupied by A atoms and P sites by B
atoms. At the order-disorder temperature T, the
long order vanishes and the short-range order
Deremains finite and goes to zero only as T
tails of the calculation for the bulk order parameters
can be found in I.
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FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the bcc lattice with a
stepped surface (thick line) projected on a plane, The full
circles denote the a sites and the open ones the P sites. The
flat lines represent the various planes as considered in the
present calculation.
FIG. 1. Geometry assumed for the stepped surface for a
bcc lattice. The full circles denote the e sites and the open
ones the P sites. The terraces and the monoatomic steps are
in [110j and the [110j directions, respectively. The sites on
the edges of the steps lie in the [120j direction.

tion in that plane. In the complete ordered situation,
planes with x = I (a-type planes) and x =0 (|3-type
planes) aiternate. In addition to the layer concentra'
tions
there are four interlayer pair probabilities
plj(n, m) between the nth and (n +1)th planes and
between the nth and (n +3)th planes. The probabilities piq(n, m) can be written as functions of interlayer
short-range order parameters o.
the concentrations x„and x as shown in Ref. 14, At the stepped
surfaces, we have four different sites, whose number
of nearest-neighbor atoms are 4, 6, 6, and 8 as onegoes from the edge (n =0) to the interior of the step

x„,

The geometry assumed for the surface is shown in
Fig. 1. This surface consists of terraces with [110]
orientation and. monoatomic steps of [110] orientation. The atoms on the edges of the steps lie on a

„and

[120] plane.
In the [120] direction each plane contains only one
type of sites (a or P), and the nearest neighbors are

four in the adjacent planes (Z~ =2) and four in the
third-neighbor planes (Z3 = 2) (Fig. 2). We have
then two site probabilities per plane n, pi" (n)
(I = A, B, v = a, P) which are equal to the concentra-

(n

=3).

In the layered structure,
be written

V=XII X [Z, [x2„+,+x„„+,
(I -x„„+,
+x„,„+,(a-I)]
) ~„„+,
n 0

+ Z3[x;.+3 + x.

. - x. .
+3(1

. +3) o

.

"+3+x. +3(& —I ) ]

the internal energy U can

},

8'= Ugg + Ugg —2Ugg

(2.2)
(2.3)

and o

(2, 4)

„,

is defined by

+Ps„(n,m)
2x„(1—

P~s(n. m)
Here

X is

x„„)

(2.5)

the number of atoms per layer. The entropy is given by
oo

s=0Ik X
n 0

In this equation

1)LI(n)
x(Z„—
I

Z„is the

x[ZiLI, J(&, &+ I)+Z,—
LIJ(yg, ~+3)]
/,

(2.6)

J

total number of nearest neighbors of an atom on the

n

th layer and

Li(n)

and
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LI i(n, m) are defined by

(2.7)

LI(n) =pl(n) Inpl(n)
LI J(ll, N)

=

plJ(8, Nl) lnpy(ft,

(2.8)

Nl)

Qx„

(all other x„constant)

8.

=XbIIlk
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, Xo
I
I
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I
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0

I

I

(2.10)
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i.c., there is no difference between the bulk and the
surface. But 1f 5 P 50 thc conf1gurat1on th8t minimizes the free energy and fulfiiis Eq. (2.9) is that
=0, i.e., the three
with x1=1.0; x3= xg=
top layers would bc enriched with clement A
(xa =xt =x2 = I ). This ls shown in Fig. 3. A similar analysis can be carried out for 5 & 0.
~

C. Results at finite T

As mentioned above, in the [120] direction, each
plane contains only one type of site (a or P). In
principle the surface layer n =0 could be of type 0, or
P. However, one would expect that the surface
would be of the type a(P) if the element A (8) is
the one that segregates. Then, if 6 & 0 all even
pianes (n =0, 2, 4, . . . ) wouid be of n type and ali

I

Z-Z3

Qom—

0

Results at T

Xo

(x„=0)

x„

The equilibrium values for the concentrations
deterand the short-range order parameter o.
mined by minimizing the free energy F = U —TS
with respect to all these. The condition of chemical
equilibrium imposes the constraints

„are

odd planes (n
1, 2, . . . ) would be of P type.
At T =0, and for d & 0 all 0. planes ~ould be occupied by A atoms including thc planes n =0 and 2.
lt can be shown that all P planes would be occupied
only if h & hg, where
by 8 atoms

I

I

.

I

The details of the minimization of thc free energy
at finite temperatures are given in thc Appendix.
The resultant transcendental equations are solved numerically. In this calculation wc have taken eight
layers different from the bulk. The results for the
temperature dependence of the surface concentrations and short-range order parameters for 6 l.0
5. %C show in these
and 5.0 are shown in Figs, 4 —
figures the bu)k behavior for comparison. Thc concentration profiles for different temperatures and
5 =2.3 and 5.0 are presented in Fig. 6. Values of
d =2.3 correspond approximately to the FeCo system. Some results for this case are reported in Ref.

15.
III. DISCUSSION
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Thc theory pfcscntcd herc was b8scd on thc p81r
approximation for the energy. This is an extension
of the theory out1ined in I, to study the effect of
steps on the surface properties. It was applied to a
bcc lattice with a surface consisting of [110] monoatomlc steps and terraces on the [110j plane.
%c calculated the concentration at all different
sites of the step as well as four layers deeper into the
bulk. At T =0, we find that there are two possible
situations for 5 0 {a similar analysis can be carried
out for & 0). (i) For 0 & 5 & ho, layers with conI and x„+~=0 (n = 0, 2, 4, . . . ) aicentrations
ternate, i.e., there is no difference between bu1k and
surface. (ii) For 5
40, the configuration that
minimizes the free energy is xo x1 x2
(n = 2, 4, . . . ) i.e., all the three top
x„+~ 0, .
surface planes contain A atoms. In case (i), the
chcm1c81 order dominates and 1t 1s prcscrvcd up to
the surface. On the other hand, in case {ii) segregation governs the low-temperature behavior and destroys the spatial order.
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FIG, 3. Concentration of the first three layers xo, x1,
and. x2 as a function of 5, )see Eq, (2.3)). For b & 0 (&0)
the 0th layer is of type a(P). The discontinuities take place
at +h vrhere 50- (Z —Z3)/Z3, Z is the number of

nearest neighbors and Z3 is the number of nearest neighbors to atoms in planes n and n +3. For the bcc materials
and planes in the t120) direction 50-3.
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FIG. 4. (a) Temperature dependence

1.0. (b) Temperature
in various layers for h
between various layers; The bulk results are also shown for comparison.

parameters

The results for the short-range order parameters
and the surface concentrations are sho~n in Figs.
4-6. Here, we have restricted ourselves to 5 g 0,
with no loss of generality. In all these cases, the
plane n =0 is of a type. %e show also the bulk
results for comparison. The values for xb„~k andi
xg„,k in the bulk are obtained from

8F
I)xbulk

QF
r)xgulk

(3.1)

)

At temperatures T
T, (order-disorder transition
xs 0.5. In the pair approxima:temperature), x
tion T, is given by'2

kT,

{kT/0}

-W}2in[Z/(Z —2)}}-' .

(3.2)

In Fig. 4 we show the. results for h, =1,0. The
low-temperature behavior for the eight planes near

dependence

of the short-range order

the surface is very similar to the bulk one. As one
goes to higher temperatures, the concentrations in
the first three layers begin to deviate from the bulk
values. The concentration xo is always larger than
taking
xb„,„and the difference increases as T
its maximum value at T = T, . More interesting is the
behavior of x, . The difference between x~ arid xg„~k
starts at lower temperatures than that corresponding
to the other layers. In the order phase (T T, ) this
layer is much richer in element A than the equivalent
P layers in the bulk. The temperature dependence of
x2 is similar to that of xo but with weaker segregation, and x3, x5, x6, and x7 show only small deviations from the bulk behavior. The concentration x4,
however, differs to a greater extent. This effect is
produced by the first-layer behavior since the first
and fourth layers are connected. In Fiit. 4(b) we
show the results for the temperature dependence of

T„

(
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FIG. 5. (a) Temperature dependence of the concentration in various layers. {b) Temperature dependence
order parameters between various layers for h =5. The bulk results are also sho~n for comparison.

the short-range order parameters. All the o's associated with the first plane, oo&, o.~2, and o-~4, differ the
most from o.~„~k for T & T, , On the other hand for
T&
03 and o.23 are the ones that deviate clearly
from o.~„)k. This sho~s clearly the interplay of shortrange-order effects and segregation.
In Fig. 5 we show results for d 5. This case corresponds to 4 & 50. In this situation the concentration xo is practically equal to 1.0 and x~ )& xg„~k
over the whole range of temperatures plotted. The
behavior of x, is now completely different to xg„,
The concentration in the second plane is very similar
to that in the 0th plane but with &2 & xo. All the
three top layers contain mainly A atoms. However,
the fourth layer, which corresponds to sites that have
the full coordination number and are located in the
lower part of the step, is the one with more
atoms
in the system for all temperatures.
This is again

T„o.

„.

8

of the short-range

driven by short-range-order effects. The concentration in all other planes have similar behavior to the
one shown in Fig. 4 but the difference x„-xq„~~k)is
larger.
The results for the short-range order parameters
are shown in Fig. 5(b). It is illustrated here, how the
o„might differ completely from o&„)k. In this case
all o's associated with the first plane vanish as T
0
due to the fact that x~
1, instead of x~ 0. It is
worth noticing that the short-range order might be
very high even at
T, as in the case of ~03, o-23,
and o25.
In Fig. 6 the concentration profiles for the first
eight layers and for 5 =2.3 and 5.0 are shown. The
step region corresponds to the dashed area. Sites in
planes 0, 1, 2, and 3 have coordination numbers
Z =4, 6, 6, and 8 correspondingly. The two curves
in each diagram correspond to kT/%= 1.0 and 2.0,

T=
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ture. This might be very important to phenomena
like catalysis %herc spcclal conf lgQratlons of atoms
8rc supposed to bc favorable for some reactions.
Our theory, as presented here, is the first attempt
to study thc propcftlcs of stcppcd surfaces of binary
alloys. Our results reAect that there may be a large
variation of concentration at the different sites of the
stcppcd surface, As 8 conscgucncc, this may have 8
strong effect on chemisorption and other catalytic
propcrtlcs of thc alloy surface.
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FIG. 6. Concentration profile for the first eight planes for
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respectively.
gion.

m)pns(n,
p„„(n,

m)

'

N

=fI+I, +3
N

(Al)

The dashed area corresponds to the step re-

~h~~~ pI~(n, m) ««he pair probabilities of finding an
I atom in the n th plane and 8 atom in the m plane.
These probabilities can be written in terms of the
layer conccntr8tlons x„and thc short-range order
parameters as shown in Ref. 14.
Thc-chemlc81 equilibrium condition, as applied to
the 0th and first plane, in the case that the 0th plane
is of type gg, Bq. (2.9) yIelds the equations

I

i.e., below and above than kT, /W = 1.738. . We see
that in general the results for the step region are very
different as compared with those deep into the bulk.
In particular, the concentration in the first plane can
gct very different v81ucs as 8 function of tcmpcra-

8'(Zi+Z3)(h —I) =2kT (Z —I) ln

Z3IV(h

kT

p.s(n. m)ps. (n. m)
=lnI

—

" —(Z&+Z3-1) In &o —Z ln ply

&butk

yb. u

yo

—I) =2kT (Z —1) ln x/ulk —(2Z)+Z3 —I) ln
.

—

Pulk'

Similar equations can be written for the n planes (n

——Z

In

pA//

pII

-2, 3, 4, . .. ).

psI

+Z& In

ply(o, ' I )
pgg(0, 3)
+Z3lhI
pII(0, )
pII(0, 3)
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